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The Indian reclaim rubber is extremely popular across the globe owing to its tremendous production
in the country. Today, India is considered as the primary exporter of reclaimed rubber to various
international companies which deal in rubber products like retreated tyres, footwear, tractor tyres,
rubber mats, flooring materials, batteries and many more. There are various reclaim rubber
manufacturers in the country but they all are not similar in terms of reasonability, quality and many
other related factors. Rubber is a significant resource and can be used in several purposes which is
the major reason behind the large scale recycling of rubber by the different rubber manufacturers in
last few years. Also, the reclaimed rubber has prevented rubber scarceness to a significant level
and has conserved it.

Generally rubber is available in two main forms- natural rubber and the synthetic rubber. We can get
natural rubber from the plants and the synthetic rubber is usually manufactured by polymerization
process. Thus it is very important to recycle the rubber as many benefits are associated to it.
Realizing the importance of the recycled rubber many reclaim rubber manufacturers are producing
the rubber to serve both the domestic and global market. The fact is that reclaimed rubber is cost
effective as compared to the synthetic or the natural rubber. Further, less energy is needed in its
recycling process as compared to the synthetic rubber manufacturing process. Also, the recycled
rubber undergoes several stages during the manufacturing process. Different rubber products and
used tyres are treated with severe heat and pressure. The reclaimed rubber is quite environment
friendly and makes the earth green and reduces global warming to a significant level.

Today, there are various reclaim rubber manufacturers and several companies dealing with rubber
products that prove to be very advantageous and encourage its complete utilization. Also, the
reclaimed rubber can be effectively utilized for several purposes like its excellent use in flooring
because it provides brilliant grip and is not slippery. The reclaimed rubber flooring is quite
inexpensive as compared to flooring which is made from different materials. Besides, it is very easy
to maintain and clean. Reclaimed mulch can be effectively used in gardens while offering some
qualities and features which are not present in the normal mulch. Besides, the durability of rubber
mulches is more in comparison to other mulches.

Reclaimed rubber is also used as a building material when mixed with concrete and have good
absorption apart from thermal qualities. The effective rubber use even reduces the cooling and
heating costs and also enhances the aesthetic appeal of the dwelling. If you are dealing with the
manufacturing of rubber products then you will be amazed to see that various reclaim rubber
manufacturers are operating in the country which provide good quality at cost effective prices.
These manufacturers have played a crucial role in changing the face of rubber industry in India.
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Swani Rubber Industries manufactures quality a reclaim rubber and their quality of reclaim rubber is
exceptional than other a reclaim rubber manufacturers  companies.
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